This paper attempts to discuss the different processes of word formation in contemporary Liangmai, a Tibeto-Burman language of the Kuki-Chin-Naga sub group (Bradley 1997) . According to Census of India, 2011, the language is spoken by 49469 speakers in the state of Manipur and Nagaland, in the northeastern part of India. This paper discusses a detailed description of the word formation processes that are relevant in Liangmai, namely affixation, compounding and reduplication. Affixation consists of prefixing and suffixing. Infixing is not found in the language. The process of compounding is used extensively in word formation in Liangmai. Compound words in Liangmai can be categorized according to the semantic criteria into endocentric and exocentric compounds. The resultant compounds in the language are almost exclusively nominal. Reduplication is also a common word formation process in the language. Both complete and partial reduplication are used and reduplicated words indicate concepts like distributive, exclusive, plurality, etc. Like other TB languages of the region, Liangmai is an agglutinative language.
did some work on 'Kachcha Naga' or 'Empeo' and 'Kabui or Kapwi' . The language of specimen that Grierson used for 'Kachcha Naga' is Zeme and for the 'Kabui' he used Rongmei. In this way Liangmai was missed out and no work was done on it. Interestingly, some vocabularies of Liangmai are found in Linguistic Survey of India Vol. III, Part II, page 480, listed under 'Kwoireng or Liyang'. Another important point to be clarified here is that 'Kwoireng' and 'Liyang' are not the same language. The language of the Kwoireng is certainly a form of Kuki-Chin; however Liyang is a Naga language closely related with Kacha Naga and Kabui. This distinction between Kwoireng and Liyang is rightly pointed out by Grierson (1903:462) . The words used in the list are of Liyang (Liangmai).
In the classification of the TB languages of the Sino-Tibetan family, Liangmai is placed in the Naga-Bodo subgroup by Grierson-Konow (1903 -1928 . Benedict (1972) placed the Empeo and the Kabui under the Kuki-Naga group. The Naga-Kuki subgroup includes Sopvoma or Mao-Naga, Maram, Miyangkhang, Kwoireng or Liyang. Matisoff (1996:54) placed Liyang or Liangmai as a subtribe of Zeme, under west-kukish branch based on the work of Shafer 3 . Burling (2003:186-187) also puts Liangmai in Zeme group along with Mzieme (Zeme), Nruanghmei (Rongmei, Kabui), Puiron, Khoirao and Maram. In the classification of Tibeto-Burman language family of Bradley (1997) Liangmai comes under Zeliangrong 4 , which falls under the Southern Naga of the Kuki-Chin-Naga. As mentioned earlier, Liangmai is not a Kukish language but a Naga language closely related to Zeme and Rongmei 5 .
Research and scientific work in the language is minimal. Therefore, this paper is an attempt to bring Liangmai into the mainstream of linguistic discussion, especially the process of word formation. The data I used in the study are collected mainly from Tamenglong in Manipur. Being a native speaker of the language, I also rely on my knowledge of the language for data elicitation. The present study is more or less exploratory in nature. I have adopted a 'morpheme-based descriptive' model of word formation with an attempt to list all possible derivational affixes and as many morphemes as possible in compounding and reduplication.
Structure of Liangmai Word
To understand the word-formation processes in Liangmai, it is important to first understand the structure of Liangmai words. The open classes in Liangmai are Nouns and Verbs. There are two types of roots, free and bound. Most nouns in the language are free roots, for instance, kʰam 'door', əriak 'book', naimik 'sun' etc. However, there are nominal bound roots as well. Bound roots can be broadly classified as nominal bound roots and verbal bound roots. Kinship terms, body parts, etc. can be categorized as nominal bound roots because it needs one of the personal prefixes to give its complete meaning. All the verbal roots are bound. The rational argument for categorizing the bound roots as nouns and verbs is that the nominal bound roots remains as noun even after adding affixes. On the contrary, verbal roots are all action related roots. 3 See Shafer, Robert. 1966 -67/1974 . Part I, 1966; Part II, 1967 . Otto Harrassowitz. Wiesbaden [1974 4 It is a composite name built from the first syllable of the three tribes: Zeme, Liangmai and Rongmei. They are believed to be descendants of a common ancestor, with common origin, ethnic, cultural and linguistic affinity. People of these three tribes dearly embrace themselves as one in social-political realm even though they are separately recognized as different tribes. Their languages shared many cognate words; however, they are not mutually intelligible. 5 See Sreedhar, P. C. 1981. Verbs are morphologically distinct from nouns. The Liangmai verb is the most complex morphologically among the word classes in terms of the number of possible affixes on a verb root. Verb takes causative prefix, the prohibitive suffixes, adverbial suffixes and inflectional suffixes like tense, aspect and mood marker. A particular verb may contain multiple affixes. Thus the morphological structure of Liangmai is agglutinating. Liangmai verb morphology does not indicate number, person, gender, or pronominal agreement between the verb and its arguments.
Word formation processes in Liangmai
Liangmai words can be morphologically simplex or complex. Simplex word is an independent word which can stand on its own and consist of one free morpheme. Complex word consists of at least two morphemes. In the following sections I discuss the major types of complex word formation processes in Liangmai, namely affixation, compounding and reduplication.
Aff ixation

The Prefix kə-
There is no distinct category of adjective in Liangmai as 'long' or 'good' in English. The native TB pattern is, for the most part, to express property concepts as nouns (when modifying) or as stative verbs (when predicating) (Grunow-Hårsta 2011: 102) . Similarly in Liangmai a modifying adjectival is derived by affixation of a prefix kə-to a verbal noun. For example, the adjectival kəwibo 'good' is derived from the root wibo 'be good': thus, kəwibo mai 'a good man' where mai is man. This prefix functions in a similar way as the attributive derivational prefix ə-, which is used to derive adjectives from verbs in Meiteilon (Chelliah 1997 : 86, Singh 2000 and an attributive prefix a-which frequently showed up on the head noun in adjective constructions in Karbi (Konnerth 2011:121) . The basic function of this kə-in Liangmai is appearing before the modifying nouns; therefore we could argue that kə-may be called an attributive in Liangmai. It is to be noted here that the nominalizer -bo is added to the adjectival form. It is observed that addition of kə-without the nominalizer -bo at the end is not considered to be a complete form (of adjectival) in Liangmai. However, kə-and -bo cannot be treated as circumfixal since -bo is the general nominalizer in Liangmai and occur in all kinds of nominalized constructions whereas kə-occur only with the noun it modifies. Thus, we have the underlying structure; In this language the attributive prefix kə-can be attached to both monosyllabic and polysyllabic base unlike other TB languages like Meiteilon, where formation of adjective by adding the attributive prefix əis possible only with monosyllabic root (Singh 2000:115 In example (5), ŋou 'see', tsuǹ 'mind' and wi 'good' are different verb roots and the compound word ŋouwi 'be beautiful' and tsuǹwi 'be happy' are derived from these roots and adding the nominalizer -bo to the compound formed the adjectival ŋouwibo 'beautiful' and tsuǹwibo 'happy'.
Prefixing kə-to these compounds is not possible as seen in (4) above. In words like ŋouwibo 'beautiful', kə-prefix is not utilized.
There is, however, an exceptional case where the prefix kə-is used with some non-stative verbs to derived nouns. When occurring with some non-stative verbs, the prefix kə-functions like the nominalizing velar prefix kV-in Karbi (Konnerth 2011:121) . The kV-prefix in Karbi is productive in deriving nouns from verbs but in Liangmai this strategy is not fully productive and cannot be used to derive nouns from all verbs. Some examples are shown below.
6.
(a). tiu 'eat' kə-tiu 'things to eat (food, eatables)' (b).
sak 'drink' kə-sak 'things to drink (drinks)' (c).
tat 'walk' kə-tat 'journey, mission'
The Prefix pə-
The prefix pə-is the third person marker in Liangmai. In this language, this prefix can be used with inalienable nouns like body parts, kinship terms, etc.
7.
(a). pui 'mother' pəpui 'his/her mother' (b Moreover, it also functions as a nominalizing prefix when used with stative verb roots and the resulting words denote abstract entity.
8.
(a). tʰeŋ 'be long' pə-tʰeŋ 'length (or the degree of longness)' (b). dí 'be big' pə-dí 'breadth (or the degree of bigness)' (c). suk 'be deep' pə-suḱ 'depth (or the degree of deepness)' (d).
kú 'be high/tall' pə-kú 'height (or the degree of highness)' (e). rit 'be heavy' pə-rit 'weight (or the degree of heaviness)'
The sentence examples 9 (a) and (b) show the use of pə-in the derivation of nouns from stative verb roots.
(a).
pui-piu-gu luŋsiat pə-suḱ mədat ŋam-lak-e mother-father-GEN love 3P-deep measure able-NEG-DECL 'The depth of parent's love cannot be measured.'
wí təsiŋ-baŋ-gu pə-kú mədat-lo that wood-CLA-GEN 3P-high measure-IMP 'Measure the height of that tree.'
This pə-in Liangmai also functions as a nominalizing prefix when attached to any action oriented roots; it indicates 'the manner of ', or 'the way of ' performing the action.
10.
(a 
The Prefix pi-
In Liangmai, prefix pi-can occur with all verb stems. There is much evidence that in Tibeto-Burman languages the verb 'give' undergoes a common grammatical process to form a benefactive and causative (Matisoff 1989 (Matisoff : 40-45, 2003 . In meiteilon, the lexicalized meaning for -pí falls somewhere between a benefactive and a causative (Chelliah 1997: 213) . Similarly, pi-is prefixed to the verbal stems to form causative in Liangmai.
11.
(a). 
oja-niu əriakna-duŋ-tu əriak ken-si-mak zeŋniu teacher-AGT student-PL-ACC book read-know-NEG CONJ pi-tsap-kʰai-e CAUS-stand-put-DECL 'The teacher punished the students (by making them stand) because they didn't learn their lesson'
This prefix pi-can also be used with a permissive function as shown in 13. 
The nominalizer suffix -bo
Nominalizations are a common phenomenon in Tibeto-Burman languages and they are highly productive. In these languages, like Meiteilon, even the stative verb can be nominalized (Singh 2000: 171) . In Liangmai, all the verbal roots 6 can be nominalized by suffixing -bo and can function in a number of ways.
14.
Action Verbal Roots
In addition to its normal function of deriving nominal forms from their corresponding verbal roots, this suffix -bo is also used in relativization (17.a.) and gerund constructions (17.b.).
17.
(a). i-niu danai liubo əriak si wi-e 1PS-AGT yesterday buy-NZR book DET good-DECL 'The book I bought yesterday is good'
zao sakbo tsəpuḿ-leŋ wi-mak-e wine drink-NZR body-POST good-NEG-DECL 'Drinking wine is not good for body' (Lit: Drinking is injurious to health).
Agentive nominalizer -mai
In Liangmai, nouns and verbs can be nominalized by the agentive nominalizer -mai, to derive an agentive noun. This nominalizer is derived from the noun tsəmai meaning 'man or person'. Its function is similar with the Mongsen Ao agentive nominalizer -eɹ (Coupe 2007: 263) . This derivation usually denote either a type of agent or a referent whose habitual activity is characterized by the meaning denoted by the nominal base in the case of nominalization of noun (literally: the one who has to do with noun) as in (18 a and b ). In the case of nominalization of verbal base it denotes the meaning 'the one who VERBs' as in (18 c A solitary case of forming adverbial with a suffix -na is found with the verb koi 'slow'. The regular adverbial suffix -ziu cannot be attached to this root.
21.
(a). tiŋ koina riu-bam-e rain slow.Adv fall-PROG-DECL 'It is raining slowly/ the rain is falling slowly.'
tsəŋam koina kam-lo work slow.Adv do-IMP 'Do the work slowly.'
22.
(a)*. tiŋ koi-ziu riu-bam-e rain slow.Adv fall-PROG-DECL 'It is raining slowly/ the rain is falling slowly.' 
Compounding
Compounding in Liangmai is highly productive. It is understood to be the process where new words are formed by at least two bases which can occur elsewhere as independent words. In Liangmai, compound words are formed by combination of one free form and one bound root. So it represents a grammatical device by which complex words are formed from smaller units that function independently in any other circumstances. Compound words in Liangmai can be subdivided according to the form class of the resultant compounds i.e., the resultant compounds may be a nominal, adjectival etc. It may also be categorized according to the semantic criteria into endocentric and exocentric compounds.
Endocentric Compound
Compounds which have a head are called endocentric compound. The head of the compound is that root which determines the category of, or is the main referent of the compound. Most of the compound words of Liangmai are endocentric in nature, where one of the constituent elements functions as the head of that compound. For instance, kəbui-dui 'milk' is an endocentric compound consisting of two elements, namely kəbui 'cow' and dui 'water'. In this compound dui 'water/milk' functions as the head and kəbui 'cow' functions as the attribute of dui 'water'.
Endocentric compounds are divided into right-headed endocentric compounds and leftheaded endocentric compounds.
Right-headed Compounds
Generally, in the right-headed compounds, the constituent elements are of nominal bases. In the case of right-headed noun + noun compound the first root modifies the second root as shown in examples below. The resulting meaning of noun + noun compound is always a noun.
23.
(a Right-headed nominal compounds such as noun + verb compounds are also used in Liangmai. In such compounds the first root is the patient of the second root, i.e., the first root modifies the second root. However, in such cases the verbal root which functions as the head of the compound is to be assumed as a verbal noun whose nominalizing suffix -bo has been deleted during the process of compounding.
24.
(a). lat + rian (language + fix) > lat-rian 'promise/vow' (b 
Left-headed Compounds
In the left-headed compounds the second root modifies the first root. The constituent element of such compound in Liangmai is usually nominal root and verbal root. Left-headed nounverb compounds in Liangmai demonstrate a modified modifier order of constituents in which a noun stem is the head. The resulting compound is always a noun.
25.
(a There are some compound verbal bases formed by combination of nominal roots and verbal roots in Liangmai. Such type of compound may be regarded as involving a process of 'noun incorporation'.
26.
(a). luŋ + tsəriu (heart + be tire) > luŋ-tsəriu 'to worry' (b).
tədui + pʰum (water + be submerge) > tədui-pʰum 'to baptize' (c).
tədui + kʰiu (water + wash) > tədui-kʰiu 'to take bath' (d).
əzai + zek (pond + to climb) > əzai-zek 'to swim'
Exocentric Compound
In exocentric compounds the constituent elements does not function as the head of the compound. In other words compounds without head are known as 'exocentric compounds'. 
Co-ordinate Compound
Another type of compounds found in Liangmai other than endocentric and exocentric is the co-ordinate or conjunctive compounds. In these types of compounds there is no semantic head. It consists of two roots that are identical, interrelated, or opposite in meaning. In co-ordinate compounds the constituent elements are generally noun. These types of compound are used in normal discourse as well as in formal literature to signify broader semantic types apart from their actual normal semantics. They are known as Dvandva compounds in traditional Indian grammar (Kachru 2006 
Reduplication
It is a process whereby new words are created by partially or fully repeating a constituent word. Sometimes the constituent word is paired with a rhyming word. It is also often referred to as echo-word formation (Abbi, 1992) . This word formation process is common in Liangmai like the other TB languages of the region. The process is generally employed with self-evident symbolism, to indicate such concepts as distribution, plurality, repetition, customary activity, increase in size, added intensity, continuance, etc.
There are two main types of reduplication, viz., complete and partial reduplication. In complete reduplication, the whole form of the constituent word is repeated without any changes whereas in partial reduplication an expression is repeated partially or paired with rhyming word. We shall discuss various types of reduplication in Liangmai in the following section.
Complete Reduplication
The following section discusses the complete reduplicated structure of noun, adjective, adverb, verb and wh-question in Liangmai.
Noun
Nominal and pronominal reduplication are common in Liangmai. In this type of reduplication the entire noun phrase is usually reduplicated instead of the bare nominal roots. Semantically either the plurality of the subject or the distributive nature of the subject is signaled by such type of reduplication. Abbi (1990) has also noted that "all TB languages reduplicate the nouns for 'distributive' or 'exclusive' meanings". Consider example 30 (a) for distributive meaning of reduplication, 30 (b) for exclusiveness and 30 (c) for plurality.
29.
(a). nam-nam (village-village) (b).
pəkia-pəkia (piece-piece) (c).
pəbam-pəbam (3PS.place-3PS.place) (d).
pədi-pədi (3PS.land-3PS.land) (e).
pəki-pəki (3PS.house-3PS.house) (f ).
pəram-pəram (3PS.village-3PS.village) (g).
pətseŋ-pətseŋ (3PS.religion-3PS.religion) (h).
kikʰun-kikʰun (family-family)
As they occur in sentences:
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(a). pə nam-nam-ga tsəlat din-tat-e 3PS village-village-PP language say-go DECL 'He goes village to village to preach/speak.'
pəki-pəki məlan mide 3PS-house-3PS-house return PERF 'They have return to their own respective homes.' (c).
pəkia-pəkia dimkʰai-lo piece-piece cut-IMP 'Cut (it) into pieces.'
Verb: Stative
In stative verb reduplication the first is a base while the repeated form is a nominalized structure, i.e. -bo is added to the repeated utterance. The reduplicated form gives an adjectival meaning. This reduplication indicates the concept of selecting a certain entity to be experienced or performed and gives the meaning of exclusiveness.
31.
(a tan-tanbo mai-tu məsen-e strong-strong.NZR man-DAT like-DECL 'Only the strong ones are preferred.'
Verb: Dynamic
The repetition of dynamic verb implies that an action is performed more than once. Reduplicated verbs show adverbial sense when used in sentence. It also denotes emphasis of a certain proportion.
33.
Adverb
Adverbs of 'manner' are more common in their reduplicated forms than any other adverbs. Constructions such as Gangte tək tək; kabui kətom kətom; Meithei thu-nə thu-nə, meaning Ideophones are common in many of the world's languages and often takes a variety of forms which serve different purposes. Haokip (2014:71-71 ) list a number ideophones in Thadou which he simply refer to as 'reduplicative adverbs'. Chelliah (1997:282-284) also compiled a list of ideophones in meiteilon. In Liangmai, some examples are provided in Raguibou (2014:212-216) where it was referred to as expressive, onomatopoeia and imitative. The actual number of ideophones in Liangmai may run into hundreds and I have compiled a list of some ideophones in Liangmai (see Appendix 1) from my data with some sentence examples. Like the Thadou reduplicated adverbs, Liangmai ideophones can have multiple meanings. The precise shade of meaning conveyed by the reduplication depends on the context. It may be noted here that ideophone occur post-verbally in Liangmai.
39.
Double Reduplication of Directional
Liangmai has directional markers like pat 'outward movement', gut 'inward movement', kum 'downward movement' and kʰaŋ 'upward movement'. More than one of these markers can be used in a reduplicated form in Liangmai as exemplified in the following.
40.
(a). namai-duŋ tsəki-ga patpat-gutgut-bam-e child-PL house-LOC out.out-in.in-PROG-DECL 'The children are moving in and out at the house.' 
Conclusions
This paper discusses the word formation processes in Liangmai. The results reveal that Liangmai complex words are formed by affixation, compounding and reduplication. Liangmai has a derivational prefix kə-which is used to derive modifying or attributive adjectivals from verbal nouns. Unlike other TB languages like Meiteilon, where formation of adjective by prefixing attributive əis possible only with monosyllabic root, the prefix kə-in Liangmai can be attached to both monosyllabic and polysyllabic stative verb. However, it cannot be attached to compounds like ŋouwibo 'beautiful' and tsunwibo 'happy'. Predicate adjectivals takes the form of stative verbs. In addition, this prefix kə-is used to derive nominals from some non-stative verb roots and in this strategy it functions like the nominalizing velar prefix kV-in Karbi. The kV-prefix in Karbi as nominalizer is productive but in Liangmai using kə-as a nominalizing prefix is limited. The prefix pə-has two functions in Liangmai: first, when attached to nominal bound roots like kinship terms, body parts and inalienable nouns it gives the reading of 3P. Secondly, it functions as a nominalizing prefix when it occurs with stative and dynamic verb roots. Manipuri also has a similar prefix mə-, whose function is both a nominalizing prefix and a third person pronominal marker. In nominalizing by mə-, context plays a significant role and is prefixed to action verb alone. For example, mə-tʰək 'the mode of his drinking', mə-pa 'the mode of his reading'. It cannot be attached to stative verbal roots like caw 'big' or pik 'small', *mə-caw or *mə-pik. On the contrary, Liangmai pə-can be attached to both stative and dynamic verb like, pə-sak 'the nature or mode of his drinking', and pə-di 'breadth or degree of bigness'. Three types of compounding base on semantic criteria are found in the language, namely, endocentric, exocentric and co-ordinate compounds. Endocentric compounds are more common than exocentric compounds in the language. Liangmai also exhibits noun + verb compound which functions as verbal base. Reduplication is classed into complete or full and partial reduplication. Reduplication in Liangmai generally indicates concepts like distribution, plurality, simultaneity, exclusiveness etc.
Liangmai makes use of large number of affixes in its grammar. However, most of the affixes are associated with inflectional system. Some affixes involve in derivational process are presented in the paper. Apart from affixation, the process of compounding is used extensively in word-formation. In some cases, as in causative pi-'give' and agentive -mai 'person/man', the distinction between roots and affixes is not very sharp. Therefore, it is possible to assume that both the process of compounding and affixation may have developed from one single process of word-formation, most probably the process of compounding. Another interesting characteristic of Liangmai word-formation is that, it is primarily concerned with the category of nouns. As evident from the study (see example 26), very few verbal bases can be regarded as a result of word-formation process in Liangmai. This paper is a preliminary exposition of word formation processes in Liangmai. My findings and results are rudimentary and are better considered as a cue rather than a conclusion. Several problems still remain unresolved and further research need to be done, which I would like to call to the attention of interested scholars.
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